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ABSTRACT
Cities are dynamic complex systems evolving through their functions and human activities. While the regional boundaries
are artificially created, dwellers move around them by walking, cycling or taking vehicles with various purposes and such
movements in the cities generate “organic” boundaries. In this paper, we introduce how to extract such organic boundaries of
cities based on the human mobility data and apply the method to analyze Singapore. We first create Voronoi cells, i.e. unit
regions, of the city by using the public transportation and population datasets. Then we spatially interpolate the cells and
create the mobility network of the interpolated cells by using the mobility dataset. Applying community detection unveils the
organic regions in Singapore and we see that in those self-organizing regions the number of population and facilities have
scaling relationships. We believe that our preliminary result is promising and shows its potential in various applications for
urban planning, statistics and administration.

Introduction
Cities are complex systems with many spatial aspects evolving in a dynamic process. They are often divided into different
districts or areas for various purposes such as urban planning, statistics and administration. While these drawn boundaries and
areas are fundamentally artificial, cities have their own way of organizing its function and activities in reality. For example,
a place may be well visited or used by people not only from the local area, but from a larger surrounding area or even cross
other regions; several estates may be very well integrated and function as one cluster despite that they are located in different
administrative areas. As such, if we can find a way to identify such natural and organic clusters, it will be very helpful for us to
better understand the urban patterns, and guide the urban planning and policy work, e.g. gain better understanding in the city’s
spatial patterns, determining the optimal distribution of resources and facilities. With the above in mind, the project intends to
analyze Singapore as an example with real datasets to reveal how the city organizes its functions and activities, and how organic
boundaries and clusters have been formed. The paper discusses how we can identify such organic clusters and what insights
can be derived from the clusters.
Singapore is a City-State located at the heart of South-east Asia. It is a dense city with only 720 km2 land area and a
population of 5.6 million, making its population density at 7,780 person per km2 . Since its independence in the 1960s, the city
has made tremendous achievements in social and economic development, becoming one of the most liveable cities in Asia. An
integrated planning and implementation approach has played a vital role in this progress. As part of the planning practice, the
whole Singapore is divided into 55 Planning Areas (see Figure 1), which have been the fundamental geographic units for policy,
planning and statistic purposes. The characteristics of each planning area varies, some Planning Areas include residential towns
with a quarter million population, while some others have no population with monopoly uses such as nature reserve, industrial
etc. At a more fine-grained level, all the land parcels are zoned into different land zones with permissible land use and density
for developments (see Figure 2).

Figure 1. Boundaries of Singapore’s 55 Planning Areas.
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Figure 2. Land Use Zones as Stipulated in the Master Plan 2014.
The fundamental lens to observe how a city organizes its activities is through the relationship between its people and
its space, because no matter where people are and what they are doing, they have to be at certain physical space in the city.
Therefore, the first question we encountered was how to identify interactions between people and space and how do we quantify
it? Then we decided to use people’s commuting flows as a proxy in measuring interactions between people and space, since
the commuting flow represents people carrying either money, information, or a purpose from one place to another. So the
secondary question was that we may see all kinds of clusters for different activities and at different granularity levels, how the
“self-organizing clusters” should be defined and be surfaced? The team discussed and noted that the project’s scope could focus
on analyzing people’s daily community activities and identifying local level clusters.
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Methods
To construct people’s commuting flows, we obtained a sample set of Singapore’s travel records, captured through the city’s
EZ-Link cards (a type of transport smart card). The EZ-Link data includes all trips carried out by public transport modes, i.e.
trains and buses, at about 4 million on average per weekday. The data records down details such as transport mode, location of
bus stop or train stop, distance traveled etc. (see Table 1 below for attributes in the data). The EZ-Link data that we obtained
was on 1 weekday and the Saturday of the 1st week of June 2014.
Transport mode
BUS

Origin location ID
125

Destination location ID
1343

Distance traveled (km)
3.40

Table 1. Simplified Attribute Table of the EZ-Link Data.
With the EZ-Link data, a network of commuting flows was mapped out across the whole Singapore – the bus stops or train
stops served as the nodes on the network while the trips were converted into the linkages among the nodes. However, the
network of commuting flows would appear to be too complicated to derive useful insights, as there were more than 5,000 nodes
(see Figure 3) and 4 million linkages. Hence, refining the network with certain level of aggregation would be necessary.

Figure 3. More than 5,000 Transport Nodes across Singapore.
A concurrent step was to partition the whole island into fine-grain spatial units, so that aggregation can be done subsequently
to enhance the network for further analysis. We adopted Voronoi Tessellation, which divides a whole space into smaller areas
based on selected central points - so from any location within the area to its central point the distance is nearer to any other
central points (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. A Diagram of Voronoi Tessellation.
Based on a selection of 1,000 nodes from the 5,000 transport nodes and the population dataset, we partitioned Singapore’s
land space into 84093 smaller areas (see Figure 5). We also bootstrapped the process to ensure that the result was not dependent
on the randomly selected 1000 nodes. By combining the network of commuting flows and the Voronoi cells of Singapore, we
would no longer see a network of random flows across different transport nodes, but an enhanced network with aggregated
flows from one Voronoi cell to another, i.e. from one area to another area, indicating the connections between the two areas.
This enabled the next step for network analysis and community detection. First, since we have Voronoi cells without any
movement by bus or subway, we geographically aggregated such cells by merging them with the closest cells with any mobility
history. Then we measured the PageRank of each cell to figure out the major areas where people move in and out and with
this information we further aggregated the merged cells into 100 cells with highest PageRank. The 100 cells were paired and
grouped based on a set of pre-defined criteria, e.g. the travel distance of the flows and the number of commuters in between the
two areas (see indicative diagram in Figure 6). Then we applied the community detection method by Blondel et al.1 to identify
the self-organizing boundaries, i.e. organic communities, by the human mobility in Singapore. The whole methodology can be
reflected by the diagram in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 5. A Map of Voronoi Cells for Singapore.

Figure 6. Pairing and Grouping of Cells.
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Figure 7. Summary of Methodology.
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Results
The analysis results are shown in Figure 8 below. 67 clusters were identified, as compared with 55 Planning Areas. In most
cases the clusters are smaller than a Planning Area, although there are several clusters occupying regions even larger than the
Planning Areas. In general, in areas where they have higher density of population and transport nodes, there appear to have
more clusters; while in areas where there are low number of population and not many activities (e.g. nature reserve, water
catchment, un-developed areas), the clusters cover a much larger area. This reflects the fact that less people visit those areas
and hence there are less interactions between people and the place.

Figure 8. Map of 67 Clusters. The clusters are in blue while the official Planning Area boundaries are demarcated in yellow.
We also looked into the aggregated number of population and several types of facilities by the different clusters; and we
plotted out a panel of graphs as shown in Figure 9. This was mainly a trial but we do see interesting scaling relationship
describing how certain characteristics of the clusters scale with their size, especially in the top left graph where we combined
all facilities together. The result would echo the organic nature of those clusters, which follows the scaling law as articulated by
Bettencourt et al.2 .
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Figure 9. Example of scaling relationship: illustrating population size of the clusters against the total number of three types of
facilities, and against the number of each type of facilities.
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Conclusion
The preliminary result of the project is promising, showing a possible way to look into the city and identify meaningful
self-organizing clusters which can be used for detailed urban studies. Not only we can benchmark the different clusters and
understand their composition and attributes for deriving strengths and shortcomings; we can also compare these organic clusters
with the established administrative boundaries for insights. For example, we can look at the size, population profile, density,
constitution of land uses and amenities, travel patterns, and social interactions within the different areas, and possibly reveal
which cluster(s) or planning area(s) performs better in terms of optimizing land use and being self-sufficient. This would allow
urban planners to further develop principles to guide the future urban planning work. We can also analyze data across different
years and identify the changes in those clusters boundaries over time, possible reasons for such changes, and whether they are
evolving towards the right direction based on certain conditions (e.g. optimizing land use, being self-sufficient, achieving a
good balance of land uses).
While the study shows good potential, more work need to be done to enhance the current methodology. We were relying
merely on public transport data to represent the interactions between people and urban spaces; there was no information on
other mobility patterns such as walking, cycling and private vehicles. This poses a major limitation on the results. Meanwhile,
with the unlocking of more and better quality data in future, such as the mobile phone data and private vehicle flow data, the
analysis can be improved for thorough insights that would better guide our urban planning practice.
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